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Louder sound, bigger bass: JBL Boombox 2 is
here to rock your party for 24 hours
JBL’s new and improved portable speaker is available now

London – MARCH 4, 2020 – Turn up the volume. The latest speaker from JBL is here to

take you from the warm-up to the afterparty! JBL’s new boombox, the Boombox 2 brings you

epic JBL sound in a party-pleasing portable speaker.

 

⏲

https://news.jbl.com/


The music won’t stop before you do. With the Boombox 2, the crew will enjoy 24 hours of JBL’s

loudest ever Signature Sound. And you’ll always be connected with the built-in powerbank

keeping your phone charged. The JBL Boombox 2 provides the ultimate soundtrack through the

day and night.  

Festival fiesta or pool party? No worries, the Boombox 2 is the most rugged speaker in the JBL

lineup. No matter where the night takes you, the durable, waterproof design has you covered.
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Your party machine, upgraded: the Boombox 2 is back with a strong focus on the details. Dario

Distefano, principal industrial designer for JBL explains: “One element that we wanted to

improve was the grip of the handle. We were inspired by motorbike handle bars that have a grip

designed for performance in all weather conditions. We also used new cutting-edge materials to

make the speaker super stable even when blasting loud music.”

Take your party to the next level with the JBL Boombox 2, available now on LINK for £399.99.

 

JBL Boombox 2 Features

·       Longest Playtime: Listen for 24 hours with a built-in, rechargeable Li-ion battery
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.

·       JBL Original Pro Sound: Guarantees awesome sound, all day with monstrous bass

·       Wireless Bluetooth Streaming: Wirelessly connect to any smartphone or tablet

·       PartyBoost: Connect to an unlimited amount of other JBL PartyBoost compatible

speakers

·       IPX7 Waterproof: Take the speaker anywhere without worrying about water damage

·       Built-in power bank: Charges smartphones and tablets via USB even during playback
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